Data Center | DB Server

LEAVE YOUR DATABASE IN
GOOD HANDS.
Fast processing and analysis of massive
amounts of data are now feasible with Samsung
solutions.

Executive Summary
Handling big data is really a big challenge today, as :
•

Increased demand for the rapid analysis of big data

•

Database servers consume massive amounts of energy

•

Server downtime provides considerable distress

Samsung is dedicated to help you with big data with the followings :
•

Outstanding speed and amplified capacity

•

Accomplish more with less energy

•

Unyielding reliability and data protection

▶ Read on to learn more …

Trend 1

Increased demand for the rapid analysis of big data
The demand for big data analysis is increasing rapidly as the data created daily is huge and
most of it is unstructured.
Big data is made of… 1

Growth forecast in the big data market 1

10%
Structured

$3.2
Mil

$16.9 Bil

90%
Unstructured

2010

2.2 Mil. Terabytes
of new data is created every day
1. HR Boss, What is Big Data? (2014)

2015
90% of big data is ‘human information’ like
emails, videos, tweets, SNS posts etc.

Trend 1

Increased demand for the rapid analysis of big data
Companies are increasing their spending on big data analysis as they realize the
importance of hardware optimization.
How important is Big Data? 1

Important,
42%

Moderately
Important, 6%
1. Accenture. How important is Big Data? (2014)
2. HR Boss, What is Big Data? (2014)

Big data spending in 2015 and CAGR to 2020 2

Extremely
Important, 53%

40%

22%

26%

22%

54%

Trend 2

Database servers consume massive amounts of energy.
Power efficient memory solutions can offer tremendous power savings for DB servers
carrying out big data analysis.
Power concerns in data center for big data

“Big data requires a novel approach
in processing, In-Memory
Computing, and it consumes more
power than other servers, to rapidly
process large volume of data.” 1

Importance of adhering to power and cooling budget

Critically important

20%

Fairly important

38%

Somewhat important

“We look for the most efficient
servers possible. Our facility can’t
adequately cool and/or supply
enough power for today’s highdensity equipment” 2
1. Accenture research & insights (2013)
2. InformationWeek, State of the Enterprise Data Center. 2014

30%

Not at all important
Not Applicable

10%
2%

2

Trend 3

Server downtime is considerable distress even to imagine.
Reliability and security are one of the most critical features, as the consequences of server
downtime has become more painful and hard to recover from.
Effects of server down 1

Revenue loss

Brand damage

due to automated internal operations
and customer interfaces.

can cause future business to suffer.

Reduced productivity

Costs to recover

as IT applications are widely adopted in
every aspect of business

is not only high but also timely, as
extends to personnel, resources to find,
fix and more

1. TechRadar Pro, Why downtime is more than just an inconvenience for your business (2014)

Get the add-in

Our Solution
For DB Server

Stay ahead of market demands with
Samsung’s innovative solutions.
The true value of data is now being realized, but
technical challenges underlying this revelation
have yet to be overcome. Samsung DRAM and
SSD resolve this concern by delivering supreme
performance with capacity and speed optimized
for big data analysis.

Outstanding speed and amplified capacity.
Our solution is ready to process high levels of memoryintensive workloads, such as the in-memory analysis of big
data, at blinding speeds. Samsung is the perfect partner for
the performance improvement of your data center with the
best TCO-efficiency.
Samsung DDR4 RDIMM of 2xnm and TSV technology
provides high random speed and a capacity up to
128GB, optimized for big data analysis.

Our PCIe NVMe SSD presents superior random speed
performance with high capacity. It is a perfect solution
for heavy enterprise workloads such as big data
analysis.

Accomplish more with less energy.
Conventional wisdom suggests increased power
consumption is accompanied by higher performance. Free
yourself from this convention with our advanced NVMe and
unique TSV technology.

Samsung TSV DDR4 RDIMM reduces power
consumption by nearly 30% when compared to
LRDIMM.

Delivering unmatched power efficiency when
compared to HDDs and SATA SSDs, Samsung NVMe
SSD is the right partner for your enterprise workloads.

Unyielding reliability and data protection.
In the face of daunting expectations, like server failure
problems, Samsung memory solutions guarantee reliability
and availability to establish more customer confidence in
your servers.
Samsung DDR4 provides enhanced RAS(Reliability,
Availability and Serviceability) features to deliver high
data reliability and signal integrity that are necessary
for enterprise applications.
Samsung V-NAND SSD is ready to ensure security and
sustained performance through features like Dynamic
Thermal Throttling (DTT), Power Loss Protection (PLP), SelfEncrypting Drive (SEC) and Error-Correcting Code (ECC).

Take a look over

Our Featured Products
For DB Server

Tailored for your business.
Explore products, solutions and resources that
cater to your Database Server.

Featured Product Overview

Best-in-class
storage for
ultimate
competitiveness

Outstanding
performance
and efficiency

DB Server

Featured Products

Server DRAM

LEADING THE SERVER TO
EXCEL BEYOND
EXPECTATIONS.

A reliable partner that relentlessly delivers outstanding and efficient performance.

Featured Products

Server DRAM
Samsung DRAM breaks records in exceptional speed and throughput. Server DRAM
surpasses expectations when processing challenging application workloads in servers.
Doubled bandwidth

TSV RDIMM is faster than LRDIMM
Shorter

(Mbps)

2X Bandwidth

read-to-write
turn-around-time

3,200

LRDIMM

1,600

14% Faster

TSV
RDIMM

No
chip-to-chip turnaround-time
DDR3

DDR4

DDR4 using 2xnm process technology provides up to 2,400 Mbps
initial speeds, increasing to the JEDEC-defined speed of 3,200
Mbps. DDR4 bandwidth is double that of DDR3.

When processing workload with intensive read-write switch-over or
chip-to-chip operation such as multi-core/thread, TSV RDIMM is
14% faster than LRDIMM. TSV RDIMM has no buffer within DIMM
leading to a shorter read-to-write turn-around time. Also, multiple
chips are working like a single chip resulting in zeroing out the
chip-to-chip turn-around-time.

Featured Products

Server DRAM
TSV RDIMM provides high capacity while maintaining speed, compared to LRDIMM, which
was generally used for its high capacity despite the low speed.
Greater capacity while maintaining speed

LRDIMM

Replaced
by

RDIMM

128 GB achieved
with 8Gb chips
& TSV technology

Samsung’s unique and advanced TSV technology offers server DRAM with the highest memory density. Samsung’s TSV and 8Gb chip technology
produces RDIMM with greater capacity than 64GB, with maximized performance and optimized power consumption (Max. 128GB).
* TSV : Creates 3D packages enabling vertical electrical connections by making holes in chips rather than using wires. Used for capacity production over 64GB.

Featured Products

Server DRAM
Samsung DRAM operates with very low power consumption. Samsung DRAM’s power
efficiency translates to a large reduction in energy and cooling cost.
High power efficiency
(Performance/Watt)

Low power consumption

+26%

1.26

1

Tested with
2 Rank 16GB RDIMM

2xnm
1.2V

Consumes
28% less power
1
0.72

2xnm
1.5V

DDR3

DDR4

1600Mpbs

3200Mpbs

Samsung DDR4 consume less power with its unique 2xnm
technology. Samsung’s 2xnm DDR4 operating at 1.2V achieves 26%
higher performance/watt compared to 2xnm DDR3 operating at 1.5V.

DDR4 LRDIMM
64GB

DDR4 TSV RDIMM
64GB

Samsung DDR4 TSV RDIMM consumes 28% less power than LRDIMM
while delivering the same performance.

Featured Products

Server DRAM
Samsung DRAM operates with very low power consumption. Samsung DRAM’s power
efficiency translates to a large reduction in energy and cooling cost.
Low heat generation
Maximum temperature test (w/o fan)
(°C)

Generates
30% lower heat
86.3
61.0

DDR4 LRDIMM 64GB

DDR4 TSV RDIMM 64GB

Samsung DDR4 TSV RDIMM performs at 61.0’C, a temperature 25.3’C cooler than the 86.3’C of DDP LRDIMM. As a result, TSV RDIMM can contribute
to significant cooling cost reductions for data centers.
*Internally tested by Samsung
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Server DRAM
DDR4 provides more robust RAS features than DDR3 hence allowing a faster Disaster
Recovery (DR).
DDR4’s RAS Features
CRC is an error-detecting code
identifying accidental
changes to the raw data of DRAM’s
data queue. It confirms 100%
detection of random 1- to 2-bit errors
by enabling error
detection capability for data transfer.
Parity for Command/Address
provides a method of
verifying the integrity of command
and address transfers over a link.

Cyclic Redundancy
Check (CRC) for improved
data
reliability

Per DRAM Addressability
for enhanced signal
integrity

On-chip parity detection
for the integrity of
Command/Address

Gear Down Mode for
improved signal integrity

DDR4 can control module
components and enhance signal
integrity by controlling the ODT of
Vref level.

DDR4 Gear Down Mode allows a high
DQ speed to be maintained
while decreasing the high speed of
CMD/ADD.

Featured Products

Enterprise SSD

UNRIVALED
PERFORMANCE FOR
ENTERPRISE STORAGE.

The optimal solution that history has not yet seen, is available at your hand today. Explore your
possibilities with Samsung SSD that surpasses market demands.

Featured Products

Enterprise SSD
Samsung SSD accelerates seamless data operation with higher read/write speed and
improved latency.
Improved random read/write speed

Improved sequential read/write speed

Samsung PM1725

Samsung PM1725

Latency R/W

Rand. Read

Rand. Write

Latency R/W

Seq. Read

Seq. Write

90μs/25μs

1,000K IOPS

120K IOPS

90μs/25μs

6,000 MB/s

2,000 MB/s

Samsung SSD was made for read-intensive workloads and optimized for mixed
random read/write and QoS. Its excellence is proved through performance. It
offers improved speeds of up to 1000K IOPS for random read and 120K IOPS
for random write. It provides a consistent level of performance (QoS), with
99.9% of read/write at 500μs and with latency of reads at 90μs and writes at
25μs. PCIe SSD outpaces SATA with 10x higher random read performance.

Samsung SSD’s excellence is proved through sequential read/write and QoS
performance. It offers improved speeds of up to 6000 MB/s for sequential read
and 2000 MB/s for sequential write. It provides a consistent level of
performance (QoS), with 99.9% of read/write at 500μs and with latency of reads
at 90μs and writes at 25μs. PCIe SSD outpaces SATA with 6x higher sequential
read performance.

Featured Products

Enterprise SSD
Advance to achieve seamless data operation with higher bandwidth and improved latency.
Improved speed through advanced interface
NVMe

SATA
Bandwidth:
600MBps

7x

Bandwidth:
4000 MBps

Speed comparison in IMDB
Tested on Oracle IMDB

Random Read

(K IOPS)

+63%

750

460

3x

+5%
204

Improvement
Latency:
10µ s

(TPS)

Latency:
3µ s

Bandwidth: Our PCIe SSD-optimized NVMe outpaces SATA with a
6x higher sequential read performance and 10x higher random
read performance. Maximum PCIe Bandwidth has increased from
600 to 4,000 MBps compared to SATA, a 700% performance
advantage. Latency: SSD latency represents a more than 300%
improvement over SATA (10 µs to 3 µs).

Competitor’s Samsung
PM1725
SSD
(3.2TB)
(1.6TB)

Competitor’s
SSD
(1.6TB)

On-line Analytical
Processing (OLAP)
Performance Test
215

Samsung
PM1725
(3.2TB)

Oracle IMBD requires a high performing NVMe SSD. Samsung
PM1725 (an NVMe SSD) shows a 63% better random read
performance than the SSDs of our competitors. Samsung PM1725
also performs 5% better than competing SSDs when adopted on
an Oracle IMBD server.

Featured Products

Enterprise SSD
The PM1633 model can help accelerate seamless data operation with higher bandwidth
and improved latency.
High speed (HDD vs. SAS SSD)
(ms)

Improved speed
(IOPS)

Samsung PM1633

5

200K

𝟏
𝐗
𝟏𝟎𝟎
0.05

HDD

SSD(PM1633)

Latency

500X

400

HDD

SSD(PM1633)

Sequential
read

Sequential
write

1,400 MB/s

930 MB/s

Random read

Random write

200K IOPS

37K IOPS

Random read

Samsung SSD shows significantly better latency performance compared to
HDD. It provides latency at 50 μs and random read speed of 200K IOPS,
performing 99 times and 500 times better than HDD respectively.

Samsung SSD’s excellence is proved through read/write and QoS performance.
It offers sequential speed of up to 1,400 MB/s for read and 930 MB/s for write,
and random speed of up to 200K IOPS for read and 37K IOPS for write.

Featured Products

Enterprise SSD
Samsung enterprise SSD achieves seamless data operations with higher bandwidth and
improved latency.
Faster latency and seed (HDD vs SSD)
(μs)

5,000

(IOPS)

-97.7%

600X

-98.3%

240K

247.5X

117

HDD

PM863

85
PM953

Latency

99K
400
HDD

PM863

PM953

Random Read

Samsung SSD shows significantly better latency and random read performance compared to HDD. Conventional HDD’s latency has been reduced
by as much as 98.3% to 85 μs. Random read speed that is critical in web server is improved by 600 times, increasing from 400 IOPS to 240,000 IOPS.
[Read QoS] PM863: 99.9% at 200 μs, PM953: 99.99% at 200 μs

Featured Products

Enterprise SSD
Samsung SSD meets huge data volume with confidence. Enjoy dashing as well as scalable
storage to your server.
SSD is extremely faster than HDD

SSD shows faster speed than HDD
Time spent for speed test

Image download for random read test
(min.)

37,561

(TPS)

[Test Spec.]

162

HDD Solution:

165X

-14.5x

30nm DDR3 + SAS HDD
SSD Solution:
20nm DDR4 + NVMe SSD

11.1

227
HDD

SSD

Our SSD performs 165 times faster then HDD. SSD processes 37,561
concurrent users with no delay compared to HDD that processes only
227 users, while consuming 14.3% less energy than HDD.
* Testing method: Downloading 220 photos (10K)

HDD

[Test Spec.]
HDD Solution:
50nm DDR3 + HDD
on Windows Server 2012 RC
SSD Solution:
20nm DDR3 + SSD
on Windows Server 2012 RC

SSD

Samsung SSD and DRAM are optimized for hybrid DB to enhance
performance efficiency. SSD solution processes queries 14.5 times
faster than HDD solution, while reducing system power consumption
by 94% (SSD: 11min 8sec, HDD: 2hr 41min 33sec).

Featured Products

Enterprise SSD
Samsung SSD has made huge improvements in energy efficiency so that you don’t have to
worry about large power consumption in your system.
Delivering high performance in less power
(IOPS/Watt)

x673
31,618

x267
12,647
47
HDD

SSD SATA

15K rpm HDD
IOPS 350 (R&W)
7.4WATT

20nm 64Gb
IOPS 43K
3.4WATT

SSD PCIe

Having no moving parts and operating at an extremely low voltage, SSD is more power efficient than HDD, also meaning less heat generation.
SSD SATA offers 267 times higher power efficiency than HDD. PCIe NVMe, with its lower-power PCB, controller, and NAND design, is 2.5 times more
energy efficient than SATA. (IOPS/Watt)

Featured Products

Enterprise SSD
Samsung SSD encompass ample capacity that is both space and cost efficient compared
to previous generation storage.
World’s highest capacity

High capacity

6,400GB
6.7X

PM1725(NVMe)

960GB

900GB

PM853T

15K HDD

4X

4.4X

3.84TB
PM1633

3,840GB
PM863(SATA)

Samsung SSD has the world’s highest capacity. Its maximum density
is 6,400GB, about 6.7 times that of the previous generation’s 960GB.

Samsung SSD has higher capacity than HDD. Its PM1633’s maximum
density is 3.84TB, about 4.4 times bigger than 15K HDD’s 900GB.

Featured Products

Enterprise SSD
Making the most out of V-NAND technology, Samsung SSD helps sustain data center’s
performance 24/7 by providing a good level of reliability and security.
Reliability & security features
Self-Encrypting
Drive
AES 256-bit hardwarebased encryption
Samsung V-NAND decreases its electric
field as its cells are slightly larger and
employs CTF based insulators eliminating
the cell-to-cell interference. It provides
less stress and more endurance (up to
twice that of planar NAND).

SSD protects itself from overheating by controlling
CPU speed in relation to its core temperature,
throttling back performance to prevent thermal
shutdown.

V-NAND
2x improved
endurance than
planar NAND

Dynamic
Thermal Throttling
controls CPU speed
until SSD temperature
normalizes

Samsung’s Self-Encrypting Drive (SED) security technology helps
ensure constant data and file protection. The hardware-based
encryption engine secures your data without the performance
decline experienced with software-based encryption.

4.5x lower
failure rate
than HDD

Power loss
protection
Tantalum capacitor
protects data in case
of power failure

SSD provides 4.5x improved average
annual failure rate of 0.44% compared
to HDD's 2.0%.

Enterprise SSD is built with tantalum capacitors to
protect all write cache data in the event of a
power failure. This ensures protection against
data corruption caused by power-loss.

Why Samsung

Inspire The World,
Create The Future

Rediscover the wonder of technology with
our latest breakthroughs, products, and
solution as we continue to push limits of
innovation.

Why Samsung

Leading the industry with technological innovation
Samsung's semiconductor business remains at the forefront of the market by constantly pushing the
limits on innovation through sustained investment in R&D and corporate citizenship.

1

2

3

4

 Samsung's semiconductor
business has been the memory
leader for over 20 years, and is

 Samsung has made numerous
technological innovations in the
semiconductor industry since
1983, when we developed the
world’s 1st 64Kb DRAM.

 Samsung's semiconductor
business never stops
innovating within its
comprehensive product
portfolios, from
semiconductors to endproducts, and makes massive
investments in R&D.

 Samsung's semiconductor
business puts great value in our
social responsibilities toward
customers and partners, and in
maintaining a green planet.

Why Samsung
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Market Leadership | A comprehensive view
Samsung's semiconductor business has held the 2nd largest global market share for over 12 years
and it continues to grow its presence in the industry.
Global semiconductor market share 1
Company A

14.6%

16.5%

15.4%

15.4%

13.9%

9.5%

9.0%
Samsung

16.4%

7.7%

9.7%
10.2%

9.0%
5.5%

5.7%

2013

2014

4.4%
Company B
Company C
Company D

2.7%
2009

1. Gartner

3.2%

2.8%

2010

2011

2012

Why Samsung
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Market Leadership | Memory business
Samsung has been the leader of the total memory market for 22 years running since 1993.

Memory market leadership (2014) 1

1

for 22 years since 1993
1. Gartner

1

for 23 years since 1992

1

for 13 years since 2002

Why Samsung
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Market Leadership | System LSI business
Samsung's semiconductor business took the DDI market lead in 2003 and never looked back,
expanding to a leadership position for smart cards, CIS and other products.
Market leadership in the LSI business (2014) 1

1

for 12 years since 2003
1. Samsung Internal Forecast ‘15

1

2

2

Why Samsung
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Technological Innovations | Memory industry
Samsung has achieved numerous technological innovations in the memory field on an almost
annual basis since first developing 64Kb DRAM in 1983.
256GB UFS

The recent history of world-first developments

4Gb DDR4
(30nm)

Legend
Flash Solution
DRAM

2Gb DDR3
(30nm)

2Gb DDR3
(50nm)
64Gb NAND
(30nm)

64Kb DRAM

1984

1985

2007

4Gb LPDDR3
(30nm)
2008

2009

* Note : 10nm-class denotes a process technology node somewhere between 10 and 19 nanometers

2010

2011

8Gb DDR4
(10nm-class* )

3-bit
V-NAND

2Gb DDR3
(20nm)

2/4Gb DDR3
(40nm)

MCP

1983

4Gb DDR3
(30nm)

eMCP

128GB UFS

128Gb
V-NAND

2012

8Gb LPDDR4
(20nm)

ePOP

4Gb LPDDR3
(20nm)

8Gb DDR4
(20nm )

2013

2014

2015

16Gb LPDDR4
(20nm )

2016

Why Samsung
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Technological Innovations | System LSI industry
Samsung system LSI has grown significantly since its inception in 2001, making several
technological innovations for each of its products.
The recent history of world-first developments
Legend
Security Solution
CMOS Image Sensor

ISOCELL Technology
For
Mobile CIS

Embedded Flash
Logic Process (45nm)
For
Smart Card

Octa-Core
Application Processor

CC EAL7
Security Assurance
For
Smart Card

APS-C & BSI Tech.
For
Camera CIS
(65nm, 2800MP)

Exynos Solution
Display Solution

u-LTCOF
Package Technology
For
Panel DDI
2010

FinFET Process
Technology (14nm)
For
Application Processor
2-metal COF
Package Technology
For
Flexible Mobile DDI

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Why Samsung
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Company Capabilities | Semiconductor product portfolio
Samsung's semiconductor business offers nearly 25 memory and system LSI product portfolios that
are essential in today’s electronic appliances.
Samsung’s 9 product categories
Memory
DRAM

System LSI

1

1

MCP

eMCP

Exynos
Solution
ePOP

Application Processor
Modem/RF
ModAP

Power IC
Mobile DDI
Panel DDI
Touch Controller

2

1

CMOS
Image
Sensor

Flash Storage

V-NAND

Display
Solution

SSD

eMMC

UFS

Security
Solution
Mobile CIS
Camera CIS
Industry CIS

1

Smart Card
NFC

Bio Processor

Why Samsung
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Company Capabilities | Global presence
Samsung's semiconductor business operates in 18 international locations to better serve and
collaborate with customers around the world.
Samsung Semiconductor Business

USA
Office
Production
R&D

England
R&D

Germany
Office
Israel
R&D

China
Office
Production
R&D

Singapore
Office

Korea
Office
Production
R&D

Why Samsung
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Company Capabilities | Investment for growth and innovation
Our global business experts and continued R&D investments position us to provide the market with
cutting-edge technology to maintain our leadership position.
Global professionals as a core value

Striving rigorously for innovation

R&D investments
in 2014

Leading patent holder

Why Samsung
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Company Capabilities | Global recognition
Samsung has also been widely acclaimed for our reputability and innovative spirit.

Global recognition

TOP BRAND VALUE company

5th

most INNOVATIVE company

15th

most REPUTABLE company

3rd

top global INNOVATOR

13th

TOP GLOBAL company

7th

Why Samsung
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Corporate Citizenship
Samsung constantly strives to resolve community challenges, protect nature, create safe and
healthy workplaces and share growth with our employees, partners and customers.
Corporate citizenship of Samsung

Social Contributions

Green Management

Health and Safety

Sharing Growth

Sharing and Volunteering
to Foster New Hope

Green Management that
Protects the Planet

Creating Safe and
Healthy Workplaces

Success Built on Helping
and Dreaming Together

Why Samsung
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Corporate Citizenship | Social contributions
Samsung has initiated 5 key programs for social contributions to address the leading social issues
around the globe, including education, healthcare and employment.
5 global social contribution activities
SMART
School

Samsung
Tech Institute

Samsung
Care Drive

Nanum
Village

Solve for
Tomorrow

384 schools

23 institutes

8 programs

2 digital villages

+2,300

under operation
worldwide

under operation
worldwide

under operation
worldwide

under operation
in Africa

participants in the 2014
competition

• Supporting the
development of
creative talents in a
smart education
environment

• Offering systematic
vocational training &
local employment

• Resolving regional
education gaps

• Laying the foundation
for financial
independence

1. STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics

• Offering a Smart
Healthcare System
accessible anywhere
at any time

• Providing healthcare
and education support
to low-income
countries

• Promoting better
health and lifestyles of
local citizens

• Offering citizens the
chance to contribute
to local communities

• Explored innovative
ideas, putting them to
practice in partnership
with local
communities
• Resolved local
pending issues using
STEM1 skills

Why Samsung
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Corporate Citizenship | Green management
Samsung has launched a wide range of innovative eco-conscious products in an effort to protect the
environment for all of us.
Certified green products

Resource reuse and recycling (2014)

100% of products
achieved Good
Eco-Product ratings

3,027 products
certified green
by global institutes

Globally recognized for the eco-friendliness of its
products, Samsung received green certifications for a
total of 3,027 product models from 11 nations including
Korea, the US, China and European countries by the end
of 2014.

92%
of waste recycled

354,599 tons
of electronic waste
recycled globally

19,403 tons
of recycled plastics
reused

37,594 mil. tons
of water reused
worldwide

Samsung reduces environmentally hazardous elements
by reusing and recycling resources such as recycled
plastic throughout the life cycle of products, from the
manufacturing of parts and products, to their
distribution, use and disposal.

Why Samsung
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Corporate Citizenship | Health and safety
Samsung promotes and complies to safety regulations to establish a proactive culture of safety, both
inside and outside worksites.
Health and safety management system

Employee healthcare and safety enhancement

100% global

39,968 employees

certification for all of
Samsung’s
health and safety
management systems

participated in hands-on
environmental and safety
education programs
in 2014
Program to teach
emergency CPR

Samsung complies with OHSAS 18001, a global standard
for occupational health and safety management
systems, in each of its workplaces around the world,
striving to maintain on-site safety and protect employee
health.

CPR: Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

Samsung is committed to improving employee healthcare
and safety by developing ergonomic adaptations in the
workplace environment, prohibiting business trips to
regions with a high risk of infectious disease and
supporting employee medical checkups.

Why Samsung
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Corporate Citizenship | Sharing growth
Samsung has taken part in various shared-growth activities to create a mutually beneficial business
ecosystem with its suppliers.
Mutual Growth Academy
Education Center
Business management/
Leadership/ Specialized
job areas

Professors Council
Counseling on education
content development

Establishment of
the Mutual
Growth Academy

Consultation Center

Mutual Growth Fund for suppliers

Counseling on business
management, technical
guidelines

Samsung created a supplier support

Mutual Benefit
Research Center
Case studies strategy
formulation

fund of

USD $1 billion,

known as the ‘Mutual Growth Fund’ in
collaboration with various financial

Youth Employment Center

institutes to support both primary

Employment counseling
consultation

and secondary suppliers.

Samsung Electronics set up the mutual Growth Academy in June
2013 to provide comprehensive and systematic support for its
primary and secondary suppliers.

ENABLING THE FUTURE OF
LIFELOGGING.
Let’s Get Started…

Why Samsung

Samsung as a trusted partner
About Samsung’s semiconductor business
The component businesses of Samsung Electronics come together under the title Device Solutions. As a leading company in the global
electronics industry, Samsung Electronics has one of the widest range of products for its key component businesses Memory and System LSI,
which are core elements of the company's well-balanced business portfolio.
Samsung initiated its semiconductor operations in 1974, mostly developing and producing ICs and peripherals for consumer electronics. The
pivotal turning point in our evolution into a leading semiconductor manufacturer was the successful development of the 64Kb DRAM in 1983.
Samsung achieved and has maintained its market leadership position in the memory industry since 1993. Along with its success in the memory
sector, the company signaled a long commitment to logic and analog chip development in 2001 with the expansion of its System LSI
organization and the opening of its SoC Research Lab. Since then, Samsung's System LSI Business has scaled significantly upward, and is now
one of the major players in the sector and also the largest provider in many product categories.
Copyright © 2015 Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. All rights reserved. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.
Specifications and designs are subject to change without notice. Non-metric weights and measurements are approximate. All data were
deemed correct at the time of creation. Samsung is not liable for errors or omissions. All brand, product, and service names and logos are
trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners and are hereby recognized and acknowledged.

For more information
For more information, visit www.samsung.com/semiconductor.
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